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WHITE PAPER WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT IN FOCUS

When a business has decided to work persistently to systematise and thereby optimise 
their warehouse management/operations, it gives rise to a number of complex questions. 
This document is intended to visualise the challenges and thereby facilitate the decision-
making process and the upcoming journey of change in the warehouse. The assumption in 
this white paper is that the company in question has an enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
system in place as the basis for all financial transactions and business processes.

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT IN FOCUS – 
IMPORTANT PARAMETERS TO CONSIDER

All businesses should start by asking themselves why the need to improve 
warehouse operations emerged. Examples of questions to ask include:

• What is the current business model, and how will it be in the future? 

• How can logistics be used to gain competitive advantages?

• What do you want to achieve by optimising the warehouse? Real time 
control or improved efficiency (with the possibility of minimising the 
number of warehouse workers employed)? Or a combination of the two?

• Does the company want a transaction-based administration system based 
on financial follow-up, or should the system be process-based with 100% 
focus on efficient and reliable working methods in the warehouse?

• How should the flow to the customer be structured in the future? 
Omnichannels, growth with e-commerce, etc.? How can make-to-stock 
production support this? Is automation expected to be implemented in 
the warehouse in the future?

The above questions are the starting point of a thorough business analysis 
used to identify why the need emerged – something that must always be 
done. It is here the business determines what the solution needs to achieve in 
practice to be considered successful, i.e. the purpose and thereby what final 
result is the goal.

What should you keep in mind? What choices are available? What 
do you want to achieve? When is the project considered successful? 
Identifying what you want to achieve and why is the key to success. 
Another important point to remember is that all companies need 
to be humble in the digitalisation of their warehouse system as it 
is a complex project that is costly at the start. It must therefore be 
planned out down to the smallest detail.
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PLAN FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
SYSTEM CHANGE
The starting point of a warehouse optimisation project should be the 
company being open to change and improvement of the base processes in 
the warehouse. There is no benefit to be gained from systematising illogical or 
ineffective processes. You should start by examining your current processes. 
Are the processes effective or should they be adjusted? Which processes 
should/must/can be systematised? How do you want to work “tomorrow”? 

With the right preparations, the right internal resources, and the right partner, 
you never need to cross your fingers and hope for good luck. Be careful of 
underestimating the complexity of your own logistics. Preparation is the key 
to success. A system does not automatically produce efficiency. Logistics and 
standard processes must first be analysed. In most cases, the workers cannot 
run or drive faster. It is better to create processes that require less movements.

When choosing a solution and supplier, a thorough review is required. We 
recommend focusing on, for example, the following areas (when choosing a 
system/supplier):

A system does 
not automatically 
produce 
efficiency. 
Logistics and 
standard 
processes must 
first be analysed.

 SUPPLIER’S 
CUSTOMER 
PORTFOLIO

Check the customer portfolio. The 
more customers the system supplier 

has, the more their functionality 
flora is continuously developed 
(and is provided “free” in new 

releases)

SIMPLICITY
Choose a system that makes  
it hard for operators to make  

a mistake.

INTEGRATION OF 
DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

Do not be “unnecessarily” scared  
to integrate multiple systems from  
multiple suppliers. The integration 
work in an implementation project  

is no longer such a  
complex task.

ALTERNATIVE COSTS
Examine the alternative costs  

in the warehouse. What are the 
costs of a picking error?  

Adding systematised  
quality can pay off.

CHOICE 
OF  

PARTNER
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SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Once the business need has been identified, you should think about what 
system level is relevant for your own operations. One of the following six 
alternatives will suit any company with one or more warehouses in some 
form. The choice of system support is generally based on the physical size 
of the warehouse and the number of warehouse workers active in the flow. 
Thus, a company can primarily base their choice on their main business 
strategy and systematise the warehouse solution based exclusively on the 
expected need 3–5 years from now. 

Many companies are already facing the challenges and opportunities 
associated with e-commerce. Even if you are not facing these challenges yet, 
it is not unreasonable to expect that you will face them in the future. There 
may also be additional sales channels in the future, omnichannels, which will 
then need to be coordinated in the warehouse.

It is important to look beyond the current situation when 
making the choice, and estimate what the need will be in 
the medium and long term. What are the needs now and 

in the future? 
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Summary of available options 
1. Manual warehouse operation without system 

support is what the majority of companies use in 
connection with company start-up. It is often referred 
to as “pen and paper” or “Excel solution”, with manual 
updates of the inventory balance in the business sys-
tem, manual ordering (email/phone), and no or a limited 
number of marked inventory locations. The companies 
in this category usually keep their inventory in their ga-
rage or a small warehouse facility (< 500 square metres) 
with no dedicated warehouse workers employed. The 
complexity of the flow processes is usually low, and the 
number of orders per day is limited.

2. Manual warehouse operation with self-developed 
inventory system is the first step towards a systema-
tised warehouse. Here, the inventory has grown larger 
and there is some need for control. Manual paper-
work is replaced with manual registration in a self-de-
veloped inventory system based, for example, on MS 
Excel or MS Access. Inventory balances are updated, 
but not in real time. The flow is administrated in the 
system, but is probably not optimised automatically. 
Moreover, there is no collaborative functionality or 
support function available over time. The ERP system 
can be updated manually and, at best, scanning for 
verification can be introduced.  
The physical size is generally 500 –2,000 square 
metres, the number of incoming order lines per day 
is still relatively limited, with a small product flora, 
and there are normally 1–5 warehouse workers. The 
complexity of the flow processes is usually low, with 
one sales channel.

3. Mirroring of the ERP system out in the warehouse: 
If a company is already using a professional ERP, “front-
end system” can be a benefit in combination with scan-
ning. The ERP functionality is used in the handheld 
computers and scanners used within the warehouse, 
which eliminates double-administration The first step 
towards real-time updating has been made, but the 
inventory size is usually still too small for automatic 
process optimisation to be necessary. The physical 
size is generally 1,000–4,000 square metres, the num-

ber of orders and product flora is growing, and there 
are usually 4–10 warehouse workers. The complexity 
of the flow processes is usually still low, with a small 
number of sales channel.

4. WMS with limited functionalities integrated with 
ERP: This category is characterised by increased 
complexity of the warehouse flow processes that ne-
cessitates use of a WMS with multiple functionalities. 
As sales increase, greater and greater demands are 
placed on make-to-stock production and its precision. 
Vulnerability to system shutdown without external 
support begins to climb, and the results of any unin-
tended downtime are devastating.   
In principle, a functionally delimited WMS is a copy 
of point 2 above, but via a system supplier who 
offers support. This also includes WMS modules from 
automation equipment suppliers. There may be some 
optimisation functionality, but the systems are mostly 
focused on eliminating manual administration. The 
system is integrated via EDI with existing ERP system.  
The physical size of the warehouse has grown to 
2,000–8,000 square metres, and customer demands 
for shorter lead times are continuously increasing. The 
product flora has grown further, and order entry is 
generally too big to keep tabs of without some sys-
tem support. The warehouse staff has grown to about 
5–15 workers. 
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5. Inventory management module from existing ERP 
supplier: A number of ERP system suppliers have 
developed modules intended to work as a WMS 
in the warehouse. This can be a natural choice for 
companies when the warehouse plays an important 
role in the flow, but logistics are not yet a critical 
competitive advantage and future automation of the 
warehouse is not yet relevant. A great advantage of 
a WMS module is that it does not require separate 
integrations with ERP since it instead becomes part of 
the existing ERP system.  
 
The WMS modules usually have limited functionality 
compared to a process-focused WMS (see point 6 
below). Moreover, most ERP-WMS modules are transac-
tion based to work with the accounting system and are 
thus not created with a focus on optimising the physical 
warehouse processes. Warehouse operation can there-
fore not be complex in the same way, and extensive 
system development may be required. In addition, the 
ERP-WMS modules work reactively, and are usually not 
updated in real time out in the warehouse. 
 
The warehouse is usually large, and the complexity of 
the processes in the warehouse reach a medium level. 
The number of order lines per day can be high, but 
lead time demands and prioritisation are usually low. 
There is probably > 10 warehouse workers.  

6. Process-focused WMS developed primarily to focus 
on efficient logistics flows in the warehouse: When 
warehouse operation has become so large and impor-
tant that it is used as a competitive advantage in the 
market, the natural choice is a process-focused WMS.  

The focus is on creating an efficient warehouse, where 
the system, in principle, has an unlimited number of 
functionalities and is automatically optimised. This 
enables total systematisation of the warehouse, 
with self-optimised system functions that provide 
full control of the physical flow in real time, which 
can lead to a proactive working method. The system 
combines e.g. all of the day’s orders/assignments in 
order to minimise forklift operation (“right forklift 
drives to the right spot”), etc. In practice, the manual 
decision making is replaced with automated decision 
making in real time, where all workers work together 
optimally without even knowing it. Complete control 
with flexibility when implementing process changes 
in the future due to changed customer requirements. 
A WMS is based on logistics processes rather than a 
transaction-based accounting system. The system is 
integrated via EDI with existing ERP system.  
A process-focused WMS also meets increasing supply 
chain demands, such as omnichannels. The flows are 
supported and prioritised without problems, and the 
right order is picked by the right person at the right 
time to meet the customer's lead time requirement. 
Delivery precision, quality and short lead times are 
important parameters for these companies.   
Statistical visualisation is used for ongoing human 
resource planning. The warehouse has grown to > 
4,000 square metres, the product flora is large (likely 
with thousands of products), the complexity in the 
warehouse is large, the number of order lines per day 
is very high, the lead times are short, and there are 
probably > 10 warehouse workers.

Unchanged order structure over time

Minimisation of the number of IT suppliers

Avoid integrations between different systems

Unchanged logistics flows over time

Initial investment in system licences

The right task is performed at the right time with the right quality right from the start

Correct inventory balances in real time – need for increased cash flow

100% traceability

Right prioritisation automatically on a running basis, reduced order lead time

Omnichannel flows need to be handled now and in the future

High complexity in the warehouse

A broad spectrum of functionalities supported in standard version

Warehouse automation may be implemented in the future

The company intends to use logistics as a competitive advantage
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A company can benefit from choosing an ERP-WMS module if its warehouse 
operation does not include any logistically-complex functionalities, there is no 
automation, or if the focus is on adapting the business transaction in the ERP 
system rather than primarily on control and efficiency in the warehouse in real 
time. A WMS module from the large and well-known ERP suppliers can also 
be an excellent choice if the conditions are right. The cost of a WMS module 
licence is usually low if only standard functionalities are used. In such case, the 
budget of the project is lower compared to that of a process-focused WMS. 
Bear in mind that the TCO (total cost of ownership) could ultimately increase 
if developments are required as new functionalities in the warehouse module 
could also impact the financial functions in the ERP. Thus, developments are 
always more complex and generate major costs even if the new developments 
seem relatively simple. 

Process-focused WMS suppliers invest major resources in system development 
each year in order to meet new logistics requirements (follow customers’ 
ongoing needs). These are then released via new system versions on a running 
basis. In summary, companies who use logistics as a competitive advantage 
(regardless of whether it involves growth in the existing warehouse in the 
form of process and physical area efficiency improvements/control, or further 
expansion through the opening of new warehouses) usually choose a process-
focused WMS for their warehouses. Finally, it is also beneficial to choose a 
process-focused WMS if the strategy for the future is to invest in automation.

CHOICE BETWEEN ERP MODULE AND 
PROCESS-FOCUSED WMS

Unchanged order structure over time

Minimisation of the number of IT suppliers

Avoid integrations between different systems

Unchanged logistics flows over time

Initial investment in system licences

The right task is performed at the right time with the right quality right from the start

Correct inventory balances in real time – need for increased cash flow

100% traceability

Right prioritisation automatically on a running basis, reduced order lead time

Omnichannel flows need to be handled now and in the future

High complexity in the warehouse

A broad spectrum of functionalities supported in standard version

Warehouse automation may be implemented in the future

The company intends to use logistics as a competitive advantage

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
MODULE ERP

PROCESS-FOCUSED 
WMS
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